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66 Pre-implementation simulations to improve the axial control of a waveguide 
basedd hyperthermia system 

Abstract t 

Severall  regional hyperthermia systems such as the AMC 4 waveguide phased array system 
havee proven to yield good clinical results for a number of tumour localizations. In some 
casess these results were obtained in spite of the fact that the aimed tumour temperature was 
nott realised. Still, many studies show a correlation between achieved tumour temperature 
andd the clinical response. Therefore it is investigated whether the regional hyperthermia 
systemss could be improved. This is done be designing hyperthermia system with more RK 
applicatorss or by varying the operation frequency. In our institute a new system is designed 
inn which the existing AVIC 4 waveguide phased array (AMC-4 system) is doubled to an S 
waveguidee phased array (AMC'-S system) arranged in a configuration of two 4 waveguides 
rings.. The performance of this AMC-K system is analysed and compared with the AMC-4 
systemm in a parameter study varying the distance between the rings and the aperture size of 
thee waveguides of the AMC-S system. By applying the WF-C(.iFFT method the heating 
distributionn in a cylindrically shaped phantom is calculated for the aforementioned 
parameters.. The ratio between the SAR in a target located centrally in the system and the 
maximall  SAR found in the periphery and the heated volume are considered as indicators of 
thee performance. 

Thee AMC-S system shows an improved ratio between target and peripheral heating: a 
higherr SAR (up to 3S"-(I) at the target is obtained with the AMC-S system with (he same 
peripherall  SAR as for the AMC-4 system. Furthermore the heating pattern can be adjusted 
forr targets being positioned outside the center plane between the two rings. The 
improvementt is considered to be the most advantageous for a ring to ring distance of 4.5 
emm and an aperture size that is kept identical to that for the AMC-4 waveguide system. As a 
sidee effect the volume being heated is increased. This might result in a less heterogeneous 
temperaturee distribution in the target area due to pre-heating of blood flowing into this 
region. . 

KeyKey won/s: \ lyperthcrmia. applicator development. RF deep heating. 
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6.!!  Introduction 
Severall  regional hyperthermia systems such as the AMC 4 waveguide phased array system 
havee proven to yield good clinical results for a number of tumour localizations (Van der 
Zeee et al. 2000}. in some eases these results were obtained in spite of the fact that the aimed 
tumourr temperature was not realised. Still, many studies show a correlation between 
achievedd tumour temperature and the clinical response (Sherar et al. 1997. Overgaard el al. 
1996.. Cox et al. 1992). Therefore it is investigated whether the regional hyperthermia 
systemssystems could be improved. Possible improvements of regional hyperthermia systems aim 
att increased central heating versus superficial heating, SAR steering in the axial direction 
andd increased SAR steering capabilities in general to prevent SAR 'temperature hot spots. In 
simulationn studies the improvement of the BSD 2000 and sigma eye annular phased array-
systemm has been investigated. Since for these systems the RF frequency of the EM-field is a 
parameterr that can be set by the operator the optimal frequency has been a parameter in a 
severall  studies (Paulsen et al. 1999.Kroeze et al. 2001). In other studies the number of RF-
sourcess has been increased and it has been shown that this leads to an increase in tumour 
temperature.. This is explained by an improved control over the heating distribution as a 
resultt of the increased number of parameters. The BSD sigma eye has been developed on 
thee basis of the simulation results published by Wust et al (1996). In this relatively new 
hyperthermiaa system the single ring of dipoles sources in the BSD 2000 applicator is 
replacedd by three rings of dipole sources. This design improves the steering capability as 
predictedd by the simulation studies, but it also introduces new cross talk and system 
operatingg problems. In the design of Kroeze et al {2001}  IS cavity slot radiative applicators 
aree applied. The applicators are placed in 3 rings of 6 applicators each. This design was 
shownn to be able to realise a higher temperature than the Coaxial TEM applicator 
developedd at the same institute. In our institute also effort is put in improvement of the 
currentt system; a new system is designed in which the existing AMC 4 waveguide phased 
arrayy is doubled to an 8 waveguide phased array arranged in a configuration of two 4 
waveguidess rings (figure 1). The possible advantage of this 8 waveguide phased array is 
analysedd in a parameter study varying the distance between both rings and the aperture size 
off  the waveguides. 

6.22 Material and Methods 

Thee concept of an 8 waveguides phased array is elaborated for the case thai the waveguides 
aree in a configuration of two 4 waveguides rings. This system is further referred to as the 
AMC-88 system. The AMC-8 system is evaluated on both heating properties and steering 
capabilityy in caudal - cranial direction in a parameter study varying; 1) the distance 
betweenn the two rings determining the interaction between these two rings and 2) the 
waveguides'' aperture size indirectly determining the hyperthermia system's size. The first 
parameterr is of importance for the high power deposition al the edges of the waveguide 
whichh is a consequence of the high EM-field strength and the local EM-field direction 
(Wiersmaa et al. 1998). The second parameter is related to the total system size and the 
necessaryy water bolus which has impact on patient comfort during treatment (Gibbs et al. 
1984.. Sapozink et al. 1984. Gibbs et al. 1985. Sapozink et al. 1985. Sapozink et al. 1986b. 
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Parameterr study 

Sapozinkk el ul. 1986a). Furthermore this parameter is of importance for the EM-field 
penetrationn depth (Hand 1990). 

6.33 Parameter study 

Thee power distribution pattern in a phantom (length XIcm) with a cylindrical cross section 
(diameterr 34 cm) has been numerically determined for a single 4 waveguides ring system, 
i.e.. the AMC-4 system, and the double 4 waveguides ring system, i.e. the AMC-8 system. 
Forr convenience a co-ordinate system is defined having the principal z-axis coincide with 
thee central axis of the phantom and the principal x- and y-axis lying in the plane centred on 
thee present waveguides (figure 1). The calculations yield the power distribution on a 
lxlxl,5cmm grid (in the principal x- ,y- and z-direction respectively) and have been 
performedd by a hyperthermia planning system based on the WF-CGFFT method (Wiersma 
ett al. 2001). For the AMC-8 system the distance between the two rings (öDist), being 
measuredd from aperture to aperture in the principal z-axis direction, has been varied from 
9cmm to 4,5cm in steps of 1.5cm (9cm, 7.5cm. 6cm and 4.5cm). The aperture size (5Apt) has 
beenn varied in the principal z-axis direction from 19.5cm to 7,5cm in steps of 3cm (19,5cm. 
16,5cm,, 13,5cm, 10.5cm, 7,5cm) for ÖDist =4.5cm. The largest axis of the aperture size 
whichh determines the cut-off frequency of the waveguide is fixed to 34cm. To evaluate 
heatingg properties and steering capability for each parameter set-up. X locations on the z-
axiss (0cm, .. 10.5 cm) covering the heating area have been selected for heating optimisation 
(figuree 2). The optimisation goal has been set to maximal heating efficiency, i.e. maximal 
powerr at the target location versus the power administered in total. This objective does not 
resultt in a local SAR focus at the target location for all locations. Therefore the objective 
hass also been maximised with the constraint that the power at the specific location is higher 
orr equal to the power at the neighbouring locations on the z-axis. 

AMC-xx system and indication of varied parameters 
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figurefigure I: AMC-8 system and indication of varied parameters. Target locations by which the SAR steering in 
craniall  - caudal direction is studied are indicated on the z-axis. In figure 2 the region with these target locations is 
givenn enlarged. 
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Overvieww of target locations 
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figurefigure 2: Overview of target locations by which the SAR steering in cranial caudal direction is studied. 

6.44 Results 

Thee heating capability of the AMC-8 system is evaluated by comparison of the power 
depositionn pattern of the proposed system with that of the AMC-4 waveguide phased array. 
Thee comparison is performed by two parameters considered to characterise the heating 
capability:: the FWHM of the heating profile along the central phantom axis (or z-axis) and 
thee ratio S,„n„  of the maximal SAR value at the phantom surface (located near the 
waveguidee edges) and the SAR value at the target located at the phantom's centre. The 
FWHMM is a measure of the area heated and the Sr;„„ , is a measure for the heating at depth 
relativee to the high EM-ficld strength and the local EM-field direction at the edges of the 
waveguide,, i.e. fringing field effects. A Sra,j0 equal to 1.0 means a maximal SAR at the 
phantomm surface equal to the SAR at the target location. 

6.55 Central Target heating 

Bothh the FWHM and the S,„:„  for the AMC-4 waveguide phased array and the AMC-8 
waveguidess phased array are tabulated below. For the AMC-8 system the ring to ring 
distancee (5Dist) and the aperture size (öApt at óDist =4.5 cm) is varied. In order to simplify 
thee comparison with the AMC-4 system two additional parameters arc defined. The 
parameterr FWHM,cl is defined as the FWHM of the AMC-8 system relative to the FWHM 
ot'ot' the AMC-4 system. The RSr;ill o is defined as difference between Sr;lMl, o( the AMC-4 
systemm and the AMC-8 system given relative to the Sn,.„, of the AMC-4 system. Aiming at a 
certainn power deposition in the target. SAR,argel, for either setup this parameter gives the 
relativee decrease in power deposition in the border area in comparison to the standard 
situationn i.e. AMC-4 system. At a value of RS,alu, = 20% the power deposition at the border 
areaa for the AMC-8 waveguides phased array is 80% of the power at the border area for the 
AMC-44 system. 

)) -to 
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Notee that the RSrilll , in equation ! is positive it" the SrL11ll1 of the set-up in question is smaller 
thann the Srjll u of the AMC-4 system. In this case for a SAR at the target that is identical for 
bothh systems the maximal SAR deposited at the border area is smaller for the AMC-8 than 
forr the AMC-4. For a maximal SAR at the border that is identical for both systems the 
maximall  SAR deposited at the target is higher for the AMC-X than for the AMC-4. 
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Thee addition of a similar 4 waveguides ring to the AMC-4 system increases the FWHM by 
att least 50%. The SAR deposited in the target relative to I k\V deposited in total decreases 
fromm 51 W kg to 44 VV kg. Furthermore the S,.,,,,, XM< .v decreases with 38% of the S,,,,,,, XM( l4 

ass expressed by the RSr.,,„, (table 1. AVK'-N. öApt = 19.5 cm. öDist 4.5 cm ). If we aim at the 
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samee power deposition at the target for either system the power deposition at the surface 
areaa tor the AMC-8 system also decreases with 38°o relative to the power deposition at the 
borderr for the AMC-4 system. The power output of the system has to be increased with a 
factorr of 1.16 (51 44) to establish the same power deposition in either ease. 
Increasingg the distance (öDist) between the two waveguides rings of the AMC-8 system 
resultss in a further increase of the FWHM with a clear increase to 47 cm for 5Dist=9.0 cm. 
Forr this distance the SAR deposited in the target relative to 1 kW deposited in total has 
decreasedd to 23 W kg; for this system a target localized in the center is hard to heat. The 
relativee change of the Sr;i[ll J decreases and shows a drop to 7% for ÖDist - 9.0 cm. Thus, at 
thiss distance the Srai!0. A\K-S increases with 7% of the S,:itl0 AMO-J. Variation of the aperture 
widthh (ÖApt) from 19.5 cm to 7.5 cm results in a decrease of the FWHM from 30 cm to 19 
cmm and an increase of the Sratll, from 1.2 to 2.9. At an aperture width of 10.5 cm (ÖApt = 
10.5cm)) both the FWHM value and the SrLlll 0 are comparable to the AMC-4 set-up. 
(FWIIM r,i== 1.1. RS,;ltH, = 5%). 

6.66 Caudal - Cranial (or 7-axis) steering capability. 

Thee caudal - cranial steering capability is evaluated by moving an imaginary target along 
thee z-axis out of the phantom centre (figure 2). At each target location the amplitude and 
phasee setting of the AMC-8 system is determined for heating of the target with maximal 
efficiencyy by maximising an objective function given by the power at the target location 
versuss the power administered in total. However, this does not result in a local SAR focus 
att the target location for all locations. Therefore the objective function has also been 
maximisedd with the constraint that the power at the specific location is higher or equal to 
thee power at the neighbouring locations on the z-axis. The target location has been varied 
fromm 0 cm (coinciding with the phantom centre) to about 10 cm. For each location both the 
FWHMM value and the SAR ratio change has been determined. The analysis has been 
performedd for both the waveguide ring to waveguide ring distance variation (ÖDist) as for 
thee aperture width (ÖApt) variation. 

6.6.11 Ring to Ring distance variation 

Thee figures 3 & 4 present the consequences to both FWHMrd value and RS„lk, if the target 
iss displaced over the z-axis for fixed ÖApt (19.5 cm) and varying ÖDist. Note that for a 
targett location of 0.0 cm the values depicted in the figures correspond to the values 
tabulatedd in table 1. Figure 3 illustrate the case where the amplitude and phase setting is set 
too maximal target heating efficiency. The FWHMR.| value decreases rapidly and converges 
too 1 for larger displacements; the FWHM for the AMC-8 system becomes identical to the 
FWHMM for the AMC-4 system. Also the change of the SAR ratio decreases with larger 
displacementss and appear to corn erge to a 0% change. Only a ring to ring distance of 9.0 
cmm shows a clear negative change for all displacements, including no displacement at all. 
Figuree 4 illustrates the case where the amplitude and phase setting is set to obtain a local 
maximumm at the target location. Initially the FWMMrei value only changes slowly with 
increasingg displacement and only at displacements larger than 4 cm the F\VHM,d values 
startt to decrease monotonically. The RS,.a!ll, immediately decreases monotonically with 
increasingg displacement. An exception to this behaviour is the set-up with a ring to ring 
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distancee of 9.0 cm. For this setting the RSrano '
s negative for most target locations and only 

att a target location of 9 cm and 10.5 cm the RS,all0 is 0% which essentially means the AMC-
88 system switches to the AMC-4 mode. i.e. only one of both rings contributes to the power 
deposition. . 

Ringg - ring distance variation. Optimization set to maximal target healing efficiency at the target location 

Variationn olFWIIM,,, Variationn ofRS, 

J J 

.. . 

V V 

figuree 3: Variation of the FWH.V1,., and RS. ,,„, with target location for various ring to ring distances. Amplitude 
andd phase setting is optimised for maximal target heating efficiency at the target location 

Ringg - ring distance variation. Optimization set for a maximum SAR at the target location 

Variationn ofFWHM,, Variationn of RS,-,.., 

figurefigure 4: Variation of the FWI1M,, and RS,,,,. with target location for various ring to ring distances. Amplitude 
andd phase setting is optimised to obtain a local SAR focus at the target location. 

Forr all cases the displacement results in an increased SAR deposited in the target if for all 
casess lkW is deposited in total. This effect must be attributed to the decrease in the volume 
beingg heated as indicated by the FWHMre|. In general for cSDist <= 7.5 cm and a target 
withinn a distance from the centre of the AMC-8 system of 4 cm results in a relative FYVIIM 
valuee in the order of 1.5 and an improvement of the SAR ratio larger than 10%. This means 
thatt in a large region around the centre of the AMC-8 system a higher SAR at the target can 
bee established with the same peripheral heating as the AMC-4 system. 
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6.6.22 Aperture size variation 

Aperturee size variation, Optimization set to maximal target heating efficienc}  at the target location 

Variationn of FWHMn Variationn of RS 

figuree 5: Variation of FWHMrC| and RSra„, with target location for \aiious aperture sizes .Amplitude and phase 
settingg is optimised to maximal target heating efficiency at the target location 

Aperturee size variation. Optimization set fora maximum SAR at the target location 

Variationn of FWHM.j Variationn of RSra,„ 

figurefigure 6: Variation of FWHMrei and RSrau, with target location for various aperture sizes .Amplitude and phase 
settingg is optimised to obtain a maximum SAR al the large! location. 

Thee figures 5 & 6 depicted above present the consequences to both FWHMK.| value and 
RSratj00 if the target is displaced over the z-axis for fixed ÖDist and varying 8Apt. Note that 
forr a target location of 0.0 cm. the values depicted in the figures correspond to the values 
tabulatedd in tabic I for the aperture size variation (öApt). Figure 5 illustrates the case where 
thee amplitude and phase setting is set to maximal target heating efficiency. The variation of 
thee FWHMrei value and RSr;!ll 0 with varying displacement shows an identical trend for all 
consideredd aperture widths. 
Figuree 6 illustrates the case where the amplitude and phase setting is set to obtain a local 
maximumm at the target location. Initially the FWFIMrei value only changes slowly with 
increasingg displacement and only at displacements larger than 4 cm the FWHMre| values 
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startt to decrease monotonically. The RSnill0 immediately decreases münotonically with 
increasingg displacement and decreases more rapidly with increasing displacement. 
Figuree 7 illustrates the variation of the SAR deposited at the target for 1 k\\' deposited in 
totall  as a function o\' the target location for a ring to ring distance öDist of 4.5 cm. The 
behaviourr depicted in figure 7 is valid for both optimisation procedures. Here the amplitude 
andd phase is optimised for maximal heating efficiency at the target. The SAR deposited at 
thee target relative to 1 kW deposited in total shows an optimum. The location of this 
optimumm depends on the aperture size and is located approximately at the centre of the 
aperture.. For target locations at a distance further than this optimal distance the SAR in the 
targett shows a steep drop: while the heated volume does not change essentially the SAR at 
thee target decreases. For target locations closer to the centre of the AMC-8 system the 
decreasee in SAR contributed by the one ring is counter balanced by the other. 

SARR deposited in the target as a function of the target location 

. . 

figurefigure 7: SAR deposited in the target as a function of the target location if 1 kW' deposited in total. öDist is fixed to 
4.55 cm. 

Iff  the output of the AMC-4 system is normalised to 1 kW deposited in the treated volume 
thee SAR at the target is 51 kW/kg. If the output of the AMC-8 system is normalised to 1 
kWW deposited in the treated volume the SAR at the target is lower than this 51 kW kg for 
alll  cases presented in figure 7. In other words, aiming at a target SAR of 51 W/'kg the 
powerr output for the AMC-8 system must be increased. This necessary increase of the 
AMC-88 power output is maximally 1.16 (51/44) times the power output of the AMC-4 
systemm (figure 7; öDist = 4.5 cm. ÖApt = 19.5 cm. central target). 

6.77 Discussion 

Thee Srauo improves if a second ring of applicators is added. Aiming at an identical SAR at 
thee target for both systems this implies that the maximal SAR in the border area is lower for 
thee AMC-8 than for the AMC-4 system. This improvement is explained by the phase 
differencee of the applicators" EM-fieids in the area between both rings. If at the feed point 
thee amplitudes and phases are equal the radial component of the EM-field is out of phase 
whilee the axial component is in phase. In the resultant EM-field the radial component 
virtuallyy disappears. The axial component increases with more than a factor of two relative 
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too the axial component in the midplane of a single applicator. The EM-field at the outside 
off  the double ring is not altered relative to the EM-field of a single applicator. As a 
consequencee the Sr;m„  improves if the AMC-4 system is upgraded to the AMC-8 system. 
Thiss advantage decreases with increasing distance between the two applicator rings of the 
AMC-88 system and disappears if the distance is such that the applicators behave as two 
singlee rings or AMC-4 systems. Also the advantage decreases if the applicator aperture is 
madee smaller. Once the aperture of the both rings is effectively equal to the aperture of the 
AMC-44 single ring, the advantage disappears totally. In this case the benefit of the added 
axiall  component in between the rings is counter weighted by the increase of the radial 
componentt at the outside of the double ring caused by the decrease in aperture. 
Forr a target at an off-center position the improvement of the Sr.U!i, becomes less. i.e. RSril,lo is 
closerr to 0%. The change in ratio depends on the way the amplitude and phase setting is 
optimized;; for heating efficiency or a local maximum. To realize maximal efficiency for 
off-centerr targets the contribution of the second ring is decreased leading to a situation 
whichh more and more resembles the AMC-4 (single ring) array: the advantage of 
destructivee interference of the radial component decreases due to the disadvantageous 
amplitudee setting. To realize a local maximum at the off-center target location the 
amplitudess of both rings are adjusted moderately and the advantage of destructive 
interferencee of the radial component, although changed, is still present. 
Ass can be expected the volume that is healed increases for the AMC-8 system. This 
increasee is expressed by the FWHM,-C|. The heated volume increases with increasing 
distancee between the two applicator rings and decreases if the applicator aperture is made 
smaller.. With decreasing distance between the two rings the FWHM varies from 2.4 to 1.5 
att a distance of 4.5 cm. If at this distance, the aperture is made smaller the FWHM 
decreasess further and is equal to the FWHM of the AMC-4 array at an aperture size of 10.5 
em.. Howrevcr. with the AMC-8 system SAR steering in axial direction is possible. Despite 
thee fact that steering is possible, localisation of the tumour region in the center of the AMC-
88 system is still important to warrant a maximal improvement in Sr:,il0. The Sral[(1 

improvementt is more important than steering over a distance larger than 3 cm. For a central 
targett the Sra[1„  yields an improvement for any aperture size. For off-center targets the 
FWHMM and Sratlll further decreases. For an AMC-8 system with the two rings at a distance 
off  4.5 em and an aperture equal to the AMC-4 array (19.5 cm) a compromise between 
increasedd heated volume and an improved S,.Llfll , is realised even for off-center targets. 
Aimingg at a target SAR of 51 W'kg the power output for the AMC-8 system must be 
maximallyy 1.16 (51 44) times the power output of the AMC-4 system. For this upgrade 
improvedd targeting is realised. 
Thee presented study is phantom based without any patient data. This is an '"advantage" for 
analysiss of the proposed AMC-8 system: the analysis is straightforward and relatively easy 
too interpret. However, at the moment no data at all is available of the consequences of the 
upgradee for heterogeneous cases and the implications of the upgrade can only be 
extrapolatedd from the phantom study. Nevertheless it is expected that the proposed upgrade 
wil ll  also result in increased targeting for heterogeneous cases and thus increased target 
temperaturee in the clinical setting as indicated by other simulation studies (Seebass et al. 
2001.Wustetal.. 1996). 
Thee increased heated volume might lead to an increase of the pre-heating of blood flowing 
intoo the heated region. Consequently the cooling effects of the blood will decrease leading 
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too a less heterogeneous temperature distribution. Analysis of this effect is troublesome 
becausee of the modelling of individual blood vessels. Also this affect wil l be much 
influencedd by individual situations and wil l therefore be hard to quantify. 
Possiblee drawback of the upgrade is the increased bolus size and the related pressure 
experiencedd by the patients. In the AV1C-4 array pressure of the bolus experienced by the 
patientt is not resulting in treatment limiting discomfort. To a large extend this can be 
attributedd to the design of the system in which the bolus is attached to the waveguide and is 
neverr pressing on the patient with its full weight. The same approach is chosen for the 
upgradee no treatment limiting discomfort is expected. 

6.88 Conclusion 

Thee performance of the AMC-8 system, i.e. two AMC-4 system̂ configured as two rings is 
analyzed.. This is done by applying the WF-CGFFT method to calculate the heating 
distributionn in a cylindrically shaped phantom by performing simulations. With these 
calculationss the dependence on aperture size and ring to ring distance is investigated. A 
secondd ring results in a improved ratio between target and peripheral heating: a higher SAR 
att the target is obtained for the same peripheral SAR. Furthermore the heating pattern can 
bee adjusted for targets being positioned outside the center plane between the two rings. The 
improvementt is considered to be the most advantageous for a ring to ring distance of 4.5 
cmm and an aperture size that is kepi identical to that for the AMC-4 waveguide system. As a 
sidee effect the volume being heated is increased. This might result in a less heterogeneous 
temperaturee distribution in the target area due to pre-heating of blood flowing into this 
region.. These conclusions are based on data for heating of a homogeneous phantom. 
Neverthelesss they are considered to be valid for heating of heterogeneous cases as well. 
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